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ABSTRACT
NOT UNDER MY ROOF: INTERRACIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND
BLACK IMAGE IN POST-WORLD WAR II FILM

Andre Berchiolly, MA
Department of English
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Dr. Scott Balcerzak, Director

This thesis examines the historical implications of miscegenation and interracial
interactions between minority males and white females in post-World War II independent
cinema. Elia Kazan’s studio film Pinky (1949) exemplifies the perceived acceptable studio
representations of interracial coupling. My examination of Kazan’s film provides a starting point
from which to evaluate other textual situations of interracial interaction, particularly in relation to
casting. In contrast, Pierre Chenal’s adaptation of Richard Wright’s Native Son, Sangre Negra
(1951), exhibits key differences in interracial depictions between studio productions and
independent productions of that era. After a comparative analysis of Kazan’s and Chenal’s films,
further exploration of George A. Romero’s Night of the Living Dead (1968) as an unintentionally
racialized film allows for an investigation into the casting of Duane Jones and Judith O’Dea as
the primary characters. An analysis of these three films permits an evaluation of depictions of
miscegenation and interracial interactions through an independent lens, distinguishing between
acceptable mainstream allowances (via institutionalized censorship) of such depictions and the
comparative freedoms allotted to independent productions. This thesis provides an overview of
the limitations of studio productions and their failures to adhere to changing social conventions,
broadening the current discourse of film analysis from more canonized Hollywood films to lesser
known and lesser criticized independent films, as well as establishing an understanding of
Western culture’s influence upon the censorship of racial depictions during this period.
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INTRODUCTION: RACIAL DEPICTIONS IN FILM

After a long history of racial propaganda and avoidance of integration, Hollywood films
of the post-World War II era began to deviate from the prescribed caricatures of the racial other.
This change presented a noticeable transition from the monstrous image of the black male as a
sexual aggressor, such as in D.W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation (1915), which was based on
the 1905 novel The Clansman written by white supremacist Thomas Dixon (see Figure 1), and
the desexualized comic reliefs and sidekicks of the 1930s and 40s, most notably in Michael
Curtiz’s Casablanca (1942). As the transition from acceptable generalizations of race to a more
progressive use of black characters and black
actors occurred, studios began to adapt to the
changing social climate – moving into a
tolerance of racially themed content. Despite the
migration towards tolerance of the generally
depicted images of the racial other, studios and
audiences were more hesitant of more extreme

Figure 1: The black brute as a sexual aggressor, as depicted
in Griffith's The Birth of a Nation (1915).

taboos regarding race. Racial mixing, or the
depiction of racial mixing, remained a troublesome issue into the early 1960s. Though films
addressed this taboo prior to Stanley Kramer’s Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner (1967), the
circumvention used to produce such films counteracted the progressive nature of the idea. For
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example, Elia Kazan’s Pinky (1949) contains a mulatto woman and a white male doctor in a
relationship. The circumvention lies in the casting of Jeanne Crain, a white actress, as Pinky.
Hollywood productions, in order to cater to an audience, were limited in the images
allowed on screen. Although independent film also considered audience, such films adhered to
less restrictive censorship standards. James Snead, in White Screens, Black Images, defines
independent film productions as polemically contrasting Hollywood productions in access to
resources. Snead states:
If “dependence” has traditionally meant access to Hollywood’s substantial financial
resources, its skilled technicians and advanced film technologies, and its ready-made
distribution and marketing networks, then for many black and white filmmakers,
“dependence” has been something to be desired rather than scorned. (108)
Films such as Pierre Chenal’s Sangre Negra (1951), an adaptation of Richard Wright’s Native
Son, and George A. Romero’s Night of the Living Dead (1968) exemplify noncompliance to
Hollywood norms. Lacking major studio resources but freed from institutional censorship, both
productions took liberties with racial depictions.
Due to the limitations placed on Hollywood films, such as Pinky, Snead’s argument
would suggest that these limitations variably become irrelevant when the same themes, ideas,
and racial depictions translate to independent film, film less restricted by the PCA (Production
Code Administration). However, examining depictions of interracial relationships through an
independent lens distorts the issue because these depictions possess a lesser impact than those
major Hollywood productions that must adhere to strict censorship in order for productions to be
distributed. This assumption, coupled with fewer restrictions of taboo depictions, fails to address
a larger issue – the Western ideologies that drive the consumption of media. The influence of
Western culture determines acceptable and intolerable behaviors, images, narratives, and
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characters in various forms of media. This influence significantly hinders the impact and
allowances of even more progressive independent productions possessing depictions of race and
interactions between races.
Evaluating the depictions of interracial relationships in film through the independent lens
clarifies the nature of acceptable images and character interactions. When creative and
functional restrictions apply to the overall production of a film, such as in Pinky, the outcome of
these restrictions reflects the ideals of the censors. The censoring entities, the PCA and other
institutions of censorship, such as the HUAC (House of Un-American Activities Committee) and
the studio through self-censorship, dictated the acceptability of content to all major studios
during pre-, inter-, and post-war period films. The reach of the restricting entity broadens when
considering self-limiting practices existent in independent productions. Independently produced
films allow for a slight deviation from normal acceptable behavior and depictions; however,
despite more progressive and risqué attempts at racial content, or inclusion of non-white
characters, independent films must still adhere to a social preconception of a binary racial
construct – differentiating the Western white majority from the racial other. Independent
filmmakers began to depart from seemingly racial bias and to place a new emphasis on racial
ambiguity in film; however, any such attempt at racial ambiguity became tainted by blatant and
unavoidable racial criticism.
Chenal’s Sangre Negra and Romero’s Night serve as examples of attempted deviation
from the prescribed Western ideologies surrounding the depiction of the racial other, especially
relating to interactions between races. Chenal and Romero pushed the boundaries of acceptable
racial depictions by casting black male leads alongside white female actresses. Chenal’s film
challenged what had been acceptable behavior in the interplay between male and female
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interactions by creating a sexually aggressive white female, lusting after a black man. Nearly
twenty years later, Romero cast a black male actor in a racially ambiguous role, avoiding any
direct and overt allusions to race or racial conflict within the narrative.
In the face of these seemingly progressive attempts at altering the acceptable racial
depictions of post-war film, both Chenal’s (and by relation Richard Wright’s) and Romero’s
works further perpetuate Western ideologies through their choice of casting. Though Sangre
Negra, like Wright’s novel, explicitly addresses criminality as a product of social systems of
power and control, the portrayal of Bigger (Richard Wright) is downplayed in order to garner
sympathy from the audience – drawing attention to the racial narrative theme as a valid concern.
Though Wright played Bigger, he understood the varying impact that filmic images held for the
audience over the mentally constructed simulacrum of written prose. Romero’s choice in casting
altered the overall outcome of the film. After he cast Duane Jones as Ben, Jones contributed to
the overall feel and eventual outcome of the film, suggesting a dramatic ending in which Ben’s
death represents the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. (Kane). However, it is Romero’s
final casting choice that changes how the film can be read, despite Duane Jones’s suggested
ending of the film.
Unlike independent productions like Sangre Negra and Night, Pinky usefully provides a
contrast and point of reference to consider race and casting through the independent lens and to
evaluate these themes and any attempted deviations from prescribed Western ideological
allowances. As a Hollywood studio production, Pinky’s depiction of the taboo interracial
coupling must adhere to the parameters set by the PCA – slowing the progression of more
popular and widely distributed films. Contrasting Romero’s and Chenal’s films with Hollywood
productions such as Pinky, in relation to racial depictions, expands the current scope of film
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studies by allowing for a divergence from the traditional canonized films and their impact on
cultural acceptance of controversial subjects. Evaluation through the independent lens reveals the
transition between unacceptable to tolerated depictions of miscegenation and interracial visual
texts, illustrating a more progressive approach to racial depictions in independent film well
before the shift in tolerance among mainstream and popular film audiences. This earlier and
more direct execution of racial interaction, like in Sangre Negra, and the implementation of a
non-racial narrative in Night validate that independent films are more progressive and take more
chances than studio films. However, despite the progressive alleviation of limitations allowed in
independent films, the Western perspective still influences these film productions, restricting
permissible deviations.
Popular opinion, or at the very least the accepted opinion of a white majority, still
restricts the content that embraces a racial theme, racial content, or includes non-white actors or
actresses. This influence reaches beyond institutionalized censorship, such as that administered
by the PCA, and into a Westernized collective consciousness that seemed to both dictate
normalcy and punish any divergence from the norm.
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PRE-WAR AND POST-WAR RACE AND HOLLYWOOD FILM

In 1948, President Harry S. Truman passed an executive order establishing “equality of
treatment and opportunity for all those who serve in our country’s defense.” Equality, in this
sense, refers to racial equality of all serving members of the armed forces. While limited in
influence and restricted to military service members, this legislation demonstrated a noteworthy
change in white attitudes toward race and segregation prevalent in post-World War II American
culture. During the racially volatile period of the 1950s and 60s, shortly after the passage of
Truman’s Executive Order 9981, Hollywood films notably began to reflect controversy
surrounding the push for civil rights and racial equality. Popular titles engaging race more
directly than in previous decades included films such as Clarence Brown’s Intruder in the Dust
(1949), Joseph L. Mankiewicz’s No Way Out (1950), and Robert Rossen’s Island in the Sun
(1957). The complexities of interracial depictions on the silver screen resulted from limitations
placed on such productions during the post-war period. Films featuring minority actors, or films
dealing with minority issues, suffered major scrutiny from both censors and production studios.
Issues with casting and narrative began to surface well before a film moved into production,
sometimes forcing writers and directors to drastically alter the film’s premise, casting, script, and
narrative. For instance, Island in the Sun features an onscreen relationship between Harry
Belafonte and Joan Fontaine; however, any physical affection between the two appears restricted
and desexualized throughout the film; their displays of affection are limited to dancing and hand
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holding. These conflicted productions did not express a one-sided depiction of racial
indifference; rather, major studio films tended to sway one way or the other, often times covertly,
or sometimes even blatantly, negatively depicting the racial other. While disregarding outright
bigoted films of previous decades, Hollywood studios found themselves in a post-war dilemma,
addressing the radically changing racial climate while still forced to cater to the viewership in
order to turn a profit.
Prior to World War II, movie goers saw a drastic difference in on-screen racial
depictions, contrasting more progressive depictions displayed in post-war Hollywood films. As
though to embellish and bolster the white determinist view of literature, film failed to deviate
from separatist practices, genre classifications, and stereotypical perceptions that perpetuated the
established hierarchical power structures. As outlined in Tina Chanter’s The Picture of
Abjection, racial depictions on screen during the inter-war period augmented issues of racial and
cultural fetishism. More specifically, Chanter considers the acceptance and utilization of race in
film a form of “commodity fetishism,” suggesting that such attribution must consider abjection
rather than pure fetishist theory (185).
The many variations of stereotyped African American characters embody Chanter’s
commercialized fetishism theory on-screen, something illustrated in two iconic film
representations. A great deal has been written about the social and racial implications of D.W.
Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation, the foundation of much national discourse surrounding
interracial relationships. Perpetuating the image of the “black brute,” as described by Thomas
Cripps (8), this film established the black male image in relation to the victimized white female.
The film served as what Cripps defines as racial propaganda, reinforcing negative views of
blacks in the turn of the century. He explains that Woodrow Wilson, before his entrance into
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politics, “praised [the novel’s] fidelity to the sad days of Civil War and Reconstruction” (42).
Not only did Griffith’s film bolster racial perception, but, according to Clyde Taylor, “the film
[was] the unification of national sentiment around the theme of miscegenation as a threat to
civilization” (22). The film defined miscegenation and, in general, race mixing as the racial
problem that must be overcome in order to prevent disruption in the power structure. Moving on
from the focus on the monstrous image of the black brute, Chanter argues that Hollywood also
created a counter-image which I define as the black accessory, the fetishistic commodification of
the inferior black character, as depicted in the portrayal of Sam (Dooley Wilson) in Michael
Curtiz’s Casablanca. Hollywood films thus move from the originally brutish image of black men
to a character like Sam, whom Chanter suggests still fills the role of a subordinate character,
possessing little agency and substance, a mere accessory despite the perceived friendly
relationship with the white protagonists.
The ever-evolving representations of romance between races further signals the shift in
tolerable depictions of interracial interactions in in both pre- and post-war Hollywood film.
These interactions occurred despite social repercussions, and as the Civil Rights Movement
progressed, such interactions became more frequent. Regardless of frequency, the acceptance
did not necessarily spread rapidly. Elise Lemire explores the depiction and repression of
interracial coupling prior to the Civil Rights Movement, providing a chronological catalogue of
interracial relationships. In Miscegenation: Making Race in America, Lemire describes the
alteration of sexual preference from racial to biological. She demonstrates that “soon after
‘preference,’ or desire was racialized, it was biologized” (3). The aversion to interracial desire,
quickly overshadowed by the abundant push for intra-racial desire, stood as “an instinct to
perpetuate what were imagined as distinct biological entities” (3). Lemire explains that
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Americans saw blacks as primates, and this idea was used to subvert the growing sexual curiosity
of individuals of different races during the 18th and 19th centuries. She addresses the first national
discussions of interracial sex and “the subsequent borrowing from metallurgy of ‘amalgamation’
as a means of referring to sexual reproduction as a mixture of race blood” (5). Rather than
focusing on Southern perceptions of racial mixing, Lemire focuses on Northern interpretations of
miscegenation and the transition of racial identity over time in relation to racial mixing.
This cultural drive to overcome biological racism coincided with a push towards
transformation of the black image in popular culture and a further deviation from the predefined
acknowledgement of the cultural other. The transition in acceptable perceptions of racial and
interracial depictions, however, did not occur as soon as laws striking down segregation were
passed. For example, in Race Mixing: Southern Fiction Since the Sixties, Suzanne W. Jones
explores the transition in the types of interracial relationships occurring during the Civil Rights
Movement, noting that “the number of white men marrying black women declined, even as the
number of white women marrying black men increased dramatically” (149). This shift in
interracial coupling, according to Jones, strongly influenced interracial romance novels set in
Southern urban areas. Though Jones explores various aspects of racial and gender
representations in literature following the 60s Civil Rights Movement, her evaluation translates
to the transformation of interracial interactions depicted in film affected by the precursors of the
movement.
For example, pre-war productions, such as Griffith’s Birth, created an image of black
males defined as what Cripps refers to as the “black brute” (8). However, notable changes in
accepted racial depictions occurred from 1915 to the production of Casablanca in revoking the
black male character’s role as a sexual aggressor. Though Sam is still subordinate to Rick, he is
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no longer the dangerous threat that must be controlled for fear of chaos and dysfunction. The
subtle transition from brutish sexual predator to subordinate comrade served as a precursor to
more drastic changes in racial depictions. Considering the acceptance of casting actual black
actors in black roles, unlike Birth’s use of
blackface (see Figure 2), the preliminary
transition from fear mongering to tolerance
demonstrated a change in popular opinion.
However, despite this transition, the continued
aversion to authenticity and the need for
Figure 2: An illustration of blackface in Griffith's The
Birth of a Nation (1915).

separation and preservation of racial integrity

demonstrated audiences’ continual aversion to deviate from the underlying generalizations about
race exemplified in Griffith’s film.
Elizabeth Binggeli describes such aversions to racialized cinema during the 1940s and
into the 1950s. She explains the controversy surrounding adaptation of racially themed literature
to cinema, stating that “a potential adaptation would be ‘bad policy’ for revealing a less than
ideal model of black subjectivity and ‘bad business,’ perhaps, for revealing black subjectivity at
all” (480). Studio producers, wary of releasing films based on racially themed novels, frequently
attempted to convert adaptations to a more easily digestible format. Major Hollywood studios
would often refuse to produce films that contained racial themes or images of race-based
conflict. In regards to acceptable mainstream productions, Binggeli discusses the concept of
Burbanking, a process in which narratives with the prospect of cinematic adaptation must
undergo specific narrative editing. The Burbanking process changed the function of the narrative,
placing emphasis on the protagonist’s inner conflict, instead of focusing on a protagonist fighting
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against an established social system of power. This placed accountability on the minority
protagonist rather than placing fault on the social structure. The process of Burbanking
attempted to de-racialize the narrative – ignoring social commentary that such a narrative may
implement.
In total, much like with the previous phenomena addressed by Chanter of “commodity
fetishism” and the notion of the black accessory, Burbanking reflected a broader social
perception, signifying a Western obsession with standardization of “acceptable” visual
interpretations of the other. Timothy Mitchell addresses the Western fascination with exhibition
as acceptable venue for depicting the racial other, describing the impact of the popular World’s
Fairs at the turn of the twentieth century. Though Mitchell focuses on “orientalism,” he explores
the greater impact of exhibition of culture in general. By viewing culture as exhibition, the
Western lens created its own image of the racial other. The sense of otherness led to cultural bias
in assessment and presentation of other cultures where (when immersed in that particular culture)
the observer rejected the reality and adhered to the preconceived interpretation of the exhibition.
Mitchell provides an extreme example of culture as exhibition – outlining a proposal for an
ethnological institution in which pairs of cultural representatives would be held in a human zoo
for observation and entertainment of the Western onlooker. It was said that the natives “should
construct their own dwellings according to the architectural ideas of their several countries” and,
in this space, “their ideas, opinions, habits, and superstitions should be permitted to perpetuate
themselves” (412). A proposal of a human cultural zoo may seem extreme; however, this
fascination with exhibiting the cultural other also drove the Western consumption of film,
allowing Western audiences to retain their preconceptions of the cultural other, perpetuating
generalized depictions of black characters in Classic Hollywood films.
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The Western approach to racial depiction, specifically in regards to interracial couplings,
still fetishized the racial other in film while it evolved more towards seemingly politically
progressive productions in the post-war period. Independent filmmakers tended to take a more
progressive stance on casting, allowing for diversity and fidelity in casting but failing to
adequately change the complications of racial depiction in films of the era. Independent film
continued to follow Chanter’s delineation of fetishism and discovered more covert paths around
Burbanking in order to appease white audiences. It is true that independent film exercised a
more progressive approach; however, even in such films there is a baseline thematic premise of
limiting factors established by the cultural norm.
Such limiting factors existent in both mainstream Hollywood film and independently
produced films established a criterion understanding of a cultural dichotomization based upon
Western determinism. Ironically, even in films produced by minorities and starring minorities,
there exists an injected cultural absolute, the dominance of white privilege. This is not to say that
all films must, then, possess an inherently deterministic premise by design; however, the
perceptions of a primarily white audience question the nature of film as a visual medium when
representing controversial images such as interracial interactions. Be these interactions sexual by
nature, or merely sexually suggestive, or even suggestive of a power structure that deviates from
the norm (such as in depictions of interracial friendship), these interactions elicited a response
from the viewer, exacerbating the fetishistic exhibition of race.
The effects of lesser restrictions in independent film surrounding the depiction of
interracial interactions, rather than the narrative theme or representative cultural critique present
in the narratives, frame institutional and cultural censorship as autonomous authorities. Since
these interactions focused on racial ambiguity rather than racialization it is the acceptance of
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such films that defined and reflected the culture more so than the content. The cognitive
processes of viewing and interpreting an image, contrary to perceived cultural norms, strongly
affect the reading of the material – a dilemma of racial depictions and interactions in film.
Western fetishization of the cultural and racial other and Western fascination with the exhibition
of culture distorted the realities of film and forced deviations from cultural and racial actualities.
These limitations exist even in the most progressive studio productions, most notably in Elia
Kazan’s Pinky.
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PINKY (1949): THE ILLUSION OF TOLERANCE OF INTERRACIAL CONNECTION

Following World War II and Truman’s executive order, Hollywood studios began to take
a more progressive attitude towards depictions of the racial other, especially in regards to
interracial mixing. Despite erroneous depictions of interracial interactions, Elia Kazan’s Pinky
represents a major studio attempt at racially progressive film during a changing landscape of
racial tolerance. That is to say, despite the beginnings in a movement towards equality, along
with progressive thinking and changes in the overall acceptance of interracial couplings, this film
came to represent the outright aversion to such depictions by casting a white actress as a black
character. Kazan’s film reveals the exhibitionary nature of racial depiction despite the approach
and inclusion of the taboo subject. It was not until 1967, with the release of Stanley Kramer’s
Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner, that audiences were shown a genuine interracial couple played
by an interracial pair of actors devoid of the manipulation and roundabout casting methods
utilized by Hollywood studios.
Pinky addresses issues surrounding “passing.” Passing, being accepted as a member of a
higher social group or race, became a major issue explored by African American writers around
the turn of the century. Most notably, Nella Larsen’s 1929 novel Passing features two mixedraced women, Irene Redfield and Clare Kendry, reconnecting after a childhood separation.
Irene, outraged that Clare has managed to pass as white, eventually pushes Clare out of an open
window. Larsen’s novel explores the implications and impact of passing, as well as the attitudes
of both the white and black communities to the phenomenon. Kazan’s film, based on Cid
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Ricketts Sumner’s novel, Quality (1947), introduces Pinky, a young light-skinned black woman
played by Jeanne Crain. Pinky, after completing her education in nursing, must return home to
face the scrutiny and abuse of her Southern life. The major conflict addressed in Kazan’s film
surrounds both her proposed marriage to a rich white doctor, Thomas Adams (William
Lundigan), and her claim to property left by a will from a white benefactor, Miss Em (Ethel
Barrymore). Pinky, like Irene and Clare, represents the tragic mulatto, caught between two
facets of society and never truly accepted by either.
Similarly, Charles Chesnutt’s short story, “The Wife of His Youth” (1898), follows Mr.
Ryder, a mulatto man bidding to elevate his social status though marriage. Ryder’s past
threatens his plans as his previous wife, of a slave marriage, locates him and attempts to
reconcile their marriage. When explaining the hardships of passing, Chesnutt writes, “Our fate
lies between absorption by the white race and extinction in the black. The one doesn’t want us
yet, but may take us in time. The other would welcome us, but it would be for us a backward
step” (3). Ryder’s fractured racial identity parallels mulatto character dilemmas of the twentieth
century. Therefore, Pinky (as the above synopsis suggests) explicitly explores multiple facets of
racial tensions surrounding “passing,” including issues surrounding racial identity itself –
problematic subjects for conventional films.
The problem with Pinky stemmed from the relationship between the white doctor, Dr.
Adams, and the educated black woman, Pinky. Though this thesis will focus primarily on the
depiction of black males and white females, this particular film proves noteworthy because it
began a transition from unacceptable depictions of racial relationships between different groups
to tolerance of these same relationships. Irrespective of the progressive nature of the film, the
dilemma of Pinky rests in casting Jeanne Crain as a black woman passing as white. Crain’s role
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in the film added to the complexity of the issues pertaining to race because of her fair
complexion. The treatment of Pinky (who appears white) within the narrative ironically
complicated audience perceptions of racial identity because Crain herself is white. The film
inadvertently avoids the issue of passing because Pinky simply will not accept being mistaken
for a white woman; she proclaims her race at any given opportunity when she witnesses any
form of bigotry or injustice.
Like many films containing a racial theme or approaching a racial issue, Pinky became
the object of scrutiny by the PCA. Ginger Clark discusses the implications of producing a film of
such racial magnitude so soon after President Truman’s executive order. The PCA “focused on
the damage the proposed story might have on the nation’s tenuous racial environment” and later
delegated both the responsibility and the repercussions to the studio (181). Because of this
transfer of responsibility, studios took it upon themselves to circumvent this dilemma through
creative casting decisions – an attempt to avoid scrutiny from the PCA. For example, Orson
Welles’s Touch of Evil (1958) further illustrates this type of circumvention through the casting of
Charlton Heston in the role of a Mexican detective married to a white woman, Susan Vargas
(Janet Leigh).
The PCA was interfering with Pinky’s release before production concluded. Clark states
that “there was some concern over the film’s implicit use of the issue of miscegenation” and the
PCA administration suggested that “Pinky be depicted as the daughter of one of the white men in
the movie” (185). This concern came about despite the fact that the character would be played
by a white actress, Jeanne Crain. Elspeth Kydd describes this casting as “an ambiguous interplay
of audience identifications” (96). However, as Kydd suggests, the complexities of casting
provide the film “with a complex and conflicted understanding of race” (96). In essence the
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casting further complicates this issue for the audience, more so than Pinky’s mulatto identity as
originally established in Sumner’s novel.
Robert Stam argues that fidelity to novelistic adaptation results in a fallacy because of the
multiplicity of mediums existent in film. He suggests that the “autonomic difference between
film and novel becomes evident even in fairly straightforward adaptations of specific novelistic
passages” (54). Stam identifies key characteristics that cinema holds over writing, lending
creative control to the director as the author of the work. His argument about authorship
correlates to the implications of retelling of an original text – a necessity of any adaptation. If
any text possesses a unique item, character, or setting, then that particular description will always
allow for some type of interpretation and deviation from the original within the realm of the text
– regardless of the amount of detail provided.
Pinky’s narrative notably explores Southern racial tension and discrimination. However,
by casting a white actress in the role of the conflicted light-skinned African American woman,
the complex narrative took second stage to appeasing the white audience. Casting, then, outlines
the most significant difference between written text and film. As Stam’s argument against
fidelity allows for an adapting author’s deviation from the original source material due to the
multiplicity of mediums, that author’s deviations equate to an individual reader’s interpretation
of a text and the author’s own elucidation of the narrative. The reader creates the characters
based on the descriptions that the author provides. Since film must show, by showing the
characters, the author forces the viewer to process the image before them regardless of the
viewer’s predetermined notions of normalcy. Viewers (aside from looking away or walking out)
lack the ability to self-censor in the same way that a reader can. Though these assumptions may
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suggest that readers are often delusional when processing a controversial text, they retain the
right to such delusions and the ability to dilute.
The acceptance of on-screen representations of interracial relationships by major studio
productions leading into the 1950s thus existed only through technicality. It is true that the
characters within the diegesis, in the case of Pinky, were of different races. The legitimacy of
their relationship begs no question within the narrative. However, due to the extra-textual
relationship between the actors, the acceptable interaction between a white male and a white
female actor and actress, their racialized relationship was merely a ploy, a farce. They were, in
reference to Timothy Mitchell’s points, the Western spectacle of interracial coupling, safely
existing within the confines of the exhibition of such relationships. These interactions were
merely the exotic attraction viewed from behind a fence, masked by the racial roleplaying
inherent in the casting.
Despite these incongruities, there exists a clear and deliberate critique on perceived
interracial interactions in the film. As Pinky passes for a young white woman by glance, quite
obviously because of the choice in casting, she embraces her race and does not hide when she
returns home. Ironically, she creates a double life, hiding her true identity from her soon-to-be
husband, who discovers her racial background later in the film. Because of this double life and
her desire to remain a part of the black community, her interactions with authority directly
critique the differences in treatment and the perceptions of white and black females in Southern
culture. Two scenes specifically address these perceptions, demonstrating the prescribed social
order and power structure based on race.
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The first scene critiques political and authoritative structures. Early in the film, Pinky
returns home. She attempts to secure money from her neighbor, Jake Walters (Frederick
O’Neal), money owed to her grandmother (Ethel Waters). The exchange leads to an altercation
with police officers, in which Pinky is at first perceived as a white woman. While she is white,
she is victimized, or perceived as a victim
because of proximity to her black cohort,
Jake and Rozelia (Nina Mae McKinney).
One officer’s initial reaction comes across
as protective and comforting as he asks
Pinky, “They’ve been bothering you
ma’am?” The language continues as the

Figure 3: Police confront Pinky, Jake, and Rozelia.

officer questions Pinky as to the events that have occurred. Ignoring Jake and Rozelia, the
officer inquires, “This fella Jake, did he molest you in any way Ma’am?” However, the tone
dramatically shifts as the scene progresses. After Rozelia identifies Pinky as a mulatto woman by
stating, “She’s nothin but a low-down colored girl,” Pinky declares her race, announcing her
blackness and relinquishing her white privilege (see Figure 3). At the moment of recognition, she
transforms, almost instantly, from victim to perpetrator, as she is criminalized and arrested (see
Figure 4). The assumptions of black behavior and perceptions become abundantly clear as Pinky
is searched for weapons, handcuffed, and placed into the back of the police vehicle because she
has suddenly become black. Her racialization demonstrates the significant difference of black
and white treatment within the institutionalized system of control.
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The clear shift in recognition from the accepted race to the racialized other occurs
because of Pinky’s direct action. Since Pinky passes as a white woman, she could exist outside
of the racial other and be accepted into the white community and protected. The issue with
casting, in this sense, relies on the audience’s ability to suspend belief in spite of Crain’s
performance. Crain’s delivery, her mannerisms, and her diction so vastly differ from her black
counterpart, that she is in essence a white
woman living amongst the black community.
Her vernacular differs greatly from that of the
other black characters, perpetuating a
stereotype of an inarticulate and ignorant
mass. Though the audience learns early in the
Figure 4: Pinky proclaims her race, relinquishing agency and
credibility.

film that she has received an education in the

North, the difference between her language, tone, and dialect implies that all evidence of her
black heritage had been washed away. The audience may have accepted that she played the role
of a woman passing; however, her performance deviated from the perceived social norms. She
displays the characteristics of a white woman and proclaims that she is a black woman. Crain’s
role as the mulatto woman passing as a white woman demonstrates Mitchell’s assertion of a
Western exhibition of the cultural other. Crain must create a caricature of the Pinky character in
order to truthfully portray the role; however, her whiteness limits fidelity. The falsity of her role,
along with the lack of fidelity in casting Crain in the part of the mulatto woman, only perpetuated
the unacceptability of the image, rather than progressively promoting tolerance of the interracial
relationship.
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In a second and more disturbing scene, a shift occurs that completely removes Pinky’s
agency and transforms her into an object of sexual desire. Pinky walks home along a dark, empty
road, foreshadowing an opportunity for danger. Two men in a car approach her, assuming that
she is a white woman walking alone in a black neighborhood. At first, the two men show
concern for Pinky’s well-being (see Figure 5). They offer her transportation out of the area,
completely sympathetic to her perceived distress. One man explains with a concerned tone, “You
must be a stranger around here. We can’t let no white girl walk by herself through this here
nigger section.” Pinky informs the men that
she lives in the area, identifying her race.
After proclaiming her true racial identity, the
tone of the scene shifts dramatically. Because
she identifies as the racial other, she loses her
own dominion, removing any perceived
protections that she may have initially held

Figure 5: Pinky is approached by two men. The confrontation
leads to a near rape.

because of her light skin. The language of address transitions from “ma’am” to racial obscenities
and sexual identifiers. The two men become predatory, and Pinky becomes the sexual object
because of her exotic traits. After referring to Pinky as “baby,” suggesting an elimination of
protective concern, the men begin to address Pinky indirectly, referring to Pinky as “her” and
“she” as they examine the biological oddity before them. Pinky escapes without physical harm
but remains emotionally disturbed by the confrontation. The fetishistic nature of the scene
reflects an eroticized view of, as well as a dominative control over the racial and cultural other.
Pinky becomes an object of conquest because of her uniqueness and her deviation from even the
prescribed racial other. Pinky’s sudden fall from protected equivalent to subhuman sexualized
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object establishes a clear racial hierarchy that places the racial other undoubtedly under the white
majority.
Despite the hostility prevalent in her interactions with white men in these scenes, Crain’s
performance in both scenes serve to diffuse controversy of interracial depictions. Had she
fashioned a caricature of the accepted black image, much as did her counterparts within the black
community, then the progressive nature of this film may have further strayed from the restrictive
nature of studio production. Crain went so far as to use northern dialect in her delivery, further
distancing her from her suggested roots. As Pinky convinces the world that she is a woman of
color, Crain must continuously remind the audience of the contrary, further propagating the
interracial relationship as a negated image.
Regardless of the restrictions placed on Kazan’s film, it does depict a loving interracial
couple. For example, after Dr. Adams arrives and discovers Pinky’s hometown, the couple
embraces depicting an intimate moment. The couple are even shown kissing, an image restricted
to intra-racial actors. Because of such an intimate performance, the attempt at progressive
tolerance must be noted, despite the discrepancies in casting. However, progression towards
tolerance still preserved a racialized androcentric dynamic. Pinky is the racial other, the lightskinned black woman; however, she is a female pursued by a white male. As if to parallel the
near rape scene, her legitimate relationship still defines her as a conquest and a sexual object – a
more acceptable dynamic than that of a black male and white female relationship. Pinky’s
progression towards tolerance of interracial relationship depictions in film condemns acceptance
as an unreachable possibility.
As if to cater to those opposed to interracial coupling, Pinky’s ending twists into a
mutually desirable outcome for both those supporting the black community and those expecting
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biological separation between races. The film’s ending complicates the progressive stance that
premises the film’s introduction of the mulatto female torn between two worlds. Pinky inherits
property by winning in court, an institution of white power and privilege; however, in the
process of winning and retaining some sort of integrity, she loses her soon-to-be husband.
Although this ending can be read as a triumph of womanly independence, Pinky opens a school
for girls on the property that she has inherited, so the hopeful resolution masks the subtle
aversion to the relationship that initiated the plot. The more acceptable resolution of non-racial
mixing, veiled as female independence, covertly challenged the validity of the interracial
relationship.
The multilayered veil (creating illusions of positive resolution, female empowerment, and
racial justice) seemingly places Dr. Adams into the role of the powerful and affluent white male.
As Pinky challenges his privilege and authority, he gives her an ultimatum; more specifically, he
demands that she sell the property and move away with him. His demand authenticates his
necessity to retain a dominant role in the relationship, establishing Pinky in a subordinate role as
both the inferior woman and the inferior racial other. Dr. Adam’s control (now twofold) comes
at a price – the price dictated by his sexual desire of the racial other and his fetishization of the
inferior. In other cases, represented previously in the film during Pinky’s encounter with the two
men in the car, this sexual desire equates to acceptable behavior. However, Dr. Adams has
proposed a legally binding contract of marriage, granting validity to their relationship and
removing his intentions from the realm of sexual conquest. Because of this unacceptable
behavior, Dr. Adams cannot stay; he must leave, and he must leave Pinky behind in order to
fulfill his social obligations to preserve the integrity of the majority.
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Although Pinky’s premise attempts a progressive take on the depiction and allowance of
interracial relationships on screen, the ultimate resolution of the film’s ending further
exemplifies contradictions caused by PCA compliance and adherence to popular opinion.
Kazan’s film addresses issues surrounding racial identity, injustice, and female sexuality, but it
failed to approach these issues in any meaningful way. By subverting an authentic and
legitimate audience experience, replacing the reality of the narrative with an exhibitionary
simulation, the film only mocks the reality of any recognizable social change.
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SANGRE NEGRA (1951): THE NEED FOR INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION

As stated previously, depictions of the racial other often appeared in film as a way of
subverting negative reactions from audiences, but films that contained distinct interracial conflict
or interaction were cast aside by larger production companies and forced into smaller
independent studios. The process of adapting Richard Wright’s seminal novel Native Son to the
cinema is a prime example of the Hollywood studio’s anti-racialization mentality. The specific
depiction here, not limited to black male and white female representation, illustrates the antimiscegenation aspect of culture. Even in instances where no direct sexual contact occurred, such
as the case with Pierre Chenal’s adaptation of Wright’s novel, renamed Sangre Negra, the
interaction between minority male and white female remained taboo. As a way of counteracting
this taboo, studios allowed for racial mixing by casting white actors in the roles of minorities.
Elia Kazan’s Pinky placed Jeanne Crain in the role of a mulatto female character passing as
white. The casting allowed for audiences to accept the idea of an interracial coupling because of
the extra-textual relationship between the two white actors. This type of casting permitted
studios to produce racially themed films within the limitations put into place by the PCA.
While attempting to produce a film version of Native Son, Wright was forced to seek out
a foreign production company, ultimately settling upon Argentina Sono Films. Though no direct
sexual or marital interactions occur between racially different characters in either Wright’s novel
or Chenal’s film, the visual nature of film disallowed such images from production within
mainstream studios at the time.
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Of course, the accusation of direct sexual contact between a black male and white female
exists as the premise of Wright’s novel. This specific controversy predates both Wright’s novel
and Chenal’s adaptation. The primary difference between Chenal’s film and, for instance, D.W.
Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation becomes the personal level by which the audience was able to
connect with Wright’s Bigger. The sense of redemption and personal discovery, along with the
suffering faced by the protagonist, humanizes Chenal’s Bigger – transforming him into a
relatable black criminal rather than a black brute. Though Bigger is, in both texts, guilty of a
crime, the crime itself becomes suspect, challenging rather than reinforcing generalizations
concerning minorities.
Notably, Native Son critiqued the public perception of the black male image by crossdocumenting the narrative actions through media interpretation and demonstrating the perception
of the black image through the white lens of media. In the novel, The Tribune prints a
significantly defining headline in the beginning of the investigation:
MILLIONAIRE HEIRESS KIDNAPPED. ABDUCTORS DEMAND $10,000 IN
RANSOM NOTE. DALTON FAMILY ASK RELEASE OF COMMUNIST SUSPECT.
(Wright 3644)
Before race enters the investigation, the language is non-aggressive. However, as the
investigation proceeds and the black chauffeur becomes a suspect, the language changes because
race enters into the scene:
REPORTERS FIND DALTON GIRL’S BONES IN FURNACE. NEGRO
CHAUFFEUR DISAPPEARS. FIVE THOUSAND POLICE SURROUND BLACK
BELT. AUTHORITIES HINT SEX CRIME. COMMUNIST LEADER PROVES
ALIBI. GIRL’S MOTHER IN COLLAPSE. (3966)
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Since the crime now involves a black male and a white female, the authorities, as well as the
news reporters, immediately assume sexual aggression. The novel emphasizes this assumption
through further development of the news story:
Police express belief that Miss Dalton met her death at the hands of the Negro, perhaps in
a sex crime, and that the white girl’s body was burned to destroy evidence. (3974)
Assumption of the cause of death and the identity of the murderer develop from action and
evidence. However, the implication of rape refers to the perception of the black male as the
sexually aggressive black brute.
The narrative documents the perception of the black male as intellectually inferior as well
as sexually aggressive. The news story incorporates the influence of the communist party and the
assumed premeditation of the crime:
Police are not yet satisfied with the account Erlone has given of himself and are of the
conviction that he may be linked to the Negro as an accomplice; they feel that the plan of
the murder and kidnapping was too elaborate to be the work of the Negro mind. (3997)
Premeditation, in this sense, stands outside the limitations of the black male thought process.
Due to the complexity of the crime and the information revealed during the investigation, the
authorities discount a black criminal mind as a possibility.
Wright’s novel also validates the use of language in the context of racialization and the
perception of the male image. In the previous passages, the claims are not absolute. The words
“feel” and “express belief” emphasize the fabrication of image through media. Once Bigger
becomes the primary suspect, however, his identity completely solidifies as the rapist:
Today and last night eight thousand armed men combed cellars, old buildings and more
than one thousand Negro homes in the Black Belt in a vain effort to apprehend Bigger
Thomas, 20-year-old Negro rapist and killer of Mary Dalton, whose bones were found
last Sunday night in a furnace. (4169)
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The media no longer fictionalizes Bigger as a rapist; they instead actualize his rapist identity.
Although Bigger does commit murder, proven by the evidence, no physical proof exists that he
has committed rape.
Native Son’s illustration of the recognized black male image stems from a long history of
expected and generalized behaviors of black males determined by the perceptions of the white
majority. For example, Thomas Morgan outlines the idea of white determinism in relation to
Paul Laurence Dunbar, arguing that Dunbar, through his use of dialectic poetry, presented white
social control over black life influencing all facets of black social structure. Because of this type
of biological determinism, Dunbar was forced to adhere to his dialectic poetic form and
perpetuate the accepted black image. Whiteness, Morgan argues, is an overpowering influence
that controls the existences of Dunbar’s black characters. This control created a transition from
stereotypical assumptions to literary convention – restructuring social perception into natural
truth. Morgan then argues that Dunbar attempted to “reveal ‘human agency’ behind white
biological assumptions” as a critique of white determinism and its influence on cultural
perceptions (13). Dunbar’s poetry, in this sense, superficially illustrates a model of black
identity. The same stereotypical assumptions exist in Wright’s Native Son, but Wright’s novel
subverted these through narrative. Bigger subsists as a criminal, possessing a criminal mind;
however, his transgressions are misrepresented based on the accepted black male image as a
brute.
In contrast, Chenal’s cinematic adaptation of Native Son approaches the novel’s original
subversion of the black male image differently. As an adaptation, Wright’s novel drew some
controversy when he initially approached the major studios to produce a cinematic version. The
deeply embedded theme of determinism and the black male image created an issue when the
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studios evaluated the narrative. Elizabeth Binggeli argues that “the narrative ideal of Burbanking
… made [Native Son] inadaptable to Hollywood film” (476). She explains that, “MetroGoldwyn-Mayer offered twenty-five thousand dollars to shoot the film with an all-white cast:
Wright was horrified” (480). After the rejection, Chenal and Wright turned to a smaller studio,
and eventually produced the film.
Despite failed attempts at progressive depictions of black characters, and as a way to
cater to a wider (and more profitable) audience, Binggeli’s assertion that Hollywood studios
refused to adapt racially driven narratives to cinema demonstrates their aversion to broad cultural
issues, pushing filmgoers towards the safety of cultural exhibitionism. Becca Gercken-Hawkins
further exhibits the restrictions placed on films in which the narrative explored controversies of
oppression and social control. Gercken-Hawkins investigates the use of feminist film theory in
Wright’s adaptations by providing a comparison between Bigger Thomas and Cross Damon,
likening Wright’s visual representation of specific cinematic techniques in Native Son to broaden
the discussion of Wright’s use of Harry Lachman’s film The Outsider (1931). She argues that
Chenal’s Bigger focuses on control and Damon focuses on his own self-image. This focus on
control or deviation from deterministic social control leads to the inability to Burbank the film.
Sangre Negra implements the visualization of social control, highlighting the black image as a
result of determinism and suggesting that Bigger possesses limited control over his actions.
Bigger comes to represent a culture, and Chenal’s film creates an exhibition through
performance, criticizing the perceived cultural bias.
It is because of Western perceptions of the black male image that the film must depict
Bigger through performance rather than communicate Bigger’s thoughts and experience through
direct narrative interjection. Sangre Negra accomplishes this by depicting Bigger as a victim of
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circumstance – reacting purely from fear. Chenal’s adaptation redefines Wright’s original
construction of the black male image, utilizing this performance technique and allowing the
audience to empathize with Bigger as the victim. However, Bigger still performs the role of a
criminal, not discounting his crime by any means.
In Chenal’s film, Mary Dalton’s murder illustrates an attempt at subverting the black
male image through performance. Jean
Wallace’s performance exaggerated Mary’s
inebriation, turning her character into a sexual
aggressor (see Figure 6). Mary initiates physical
contact with Bigger as she lures him into her
home. Once inside, she attempts to seduce him
through her sexually explicit body language

Figure 7: Inebriated Mary lures Bigger into her home.

(see Figure 7). Bigger maintains a fearful, but concerned persona. As he smothers Mary with
the pillow, he expresses a look of absolute terror, rather than aggression. His actions, purely
reflexive, reinforce the accidental nature of the
murder. Though Wright’s novel also implies
the murder is an accident, Wright’s
performance in the film depicts a sense of
urgency. Chenal furthered the curbed
aggression by omitting the brutality of Bessie’s
Figure 6: Mary attempts to seduce Bigger.

(Gloria Madison) murder. Bigger reflects on

the murder, offering a retrospective evaluation of the action. Chenal’s Bigger murders Bessie in
reaction to a misunderstanding of intention. He believes that Bessie has betrayed him, rather
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than predicting her possible future betrayal. The reactionary murder further reinforces his direct
relationship to the media’s false narrative. Bigger, like the reporters, creates his own stories
based on his misconceptions, an act that leads to his defensive action.
As such, performance altered the documentary nature of the news media in Sangre
Negra. Unlike Wright’s original novel, Chenal utilized performance over text to depict Bigger’s
loss of control over his own story. During an interview with a reporter, Bigger witnesses the
retelling of his narrative. The reporter, using pure speculation, builds a new narrative. Bigger,
absent of any suspicion, transforms into the primary suspect through the narrative. The reporter,
joined by other reporters, then pushes Bigger down into the basement as the false narrative
proceeds. They surround Bigger as they piece their story together and eventually find the bone
fragments in the furnace. Finding these fragments allows the reporters to accept their fabricated
narrative as absolute truth. Bigger then becomes the primary focus, his story rewritten to fit the
bias of the media as he flees from his compounded crimes.
Wright’s novel thereby conflicted with social conventions and challenged the mandatory
racial ambiguity that afflicted adaptations of racial narratives – as suggested by Binggeli’s
observations. In order for such an adaptation to resist Burbanking, the narrative must navigate
predetermined social conventions and perceptions while still maintaining the subtle power
structures evident in the institution of white power. Producing the film through an independent
studio freed Chenal from such limitations. This allowed for the initial casting of individuals of
different races, Wright and Wallace, and subsequently permitted subtle suggestions of sexual
tension to exist between these characters. The fact that the white female, Mary, functions as a
sexual aggressor marks this text for its departure from social convention and acceptably viewed
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behavior between races. Contrasting Thomas Cripps’s definition of the “black brute,” Chenal’s
film portrays an almost infantilized Bigger, paralyzed in his ability to process his own sexual
objectification (see Figure 8). As Bigger commits murder, the power dynamic shifts from white
sexual aggressor to murderous black deviant. Although Bigger does not actually exhibit the black
brute, he murders Mary and takes steps to hide the murder.
Within this intimate relationship, both
Bigger and Mary exist simultaneously as
perpetrator and victim. The power dynamic
frequently shifts, represented in Chenal’s film
through the constant change in Bigger’s
psyche. Once Mary’s life is terminated, events
serve to define her role as Bigger’s binary

Figure 8: Bigger frightened of Mary, the sexual aggressor.

opposite. As Bigger comprehends the reality of his crime and attempts to displace blame onto a
more directly and overarching power dynamic between democracy and communism, he
transforms into a demonstrative force that directly opposes Mary’s philosophy. The relationship
between these two conceptual constructs transitions from intimacy to conflict, inevitably
outlining the dangers surrounding the fear of race mixing – a fear that encompassed the
perspectives of both the white fear of race mixing and the black fear of perceived desire. As
such, perceived desire is an important factor in evaluating the depiction of interracial interactions
in Chenal’s film. The driving thematic construction within the film’s narrative constitutes a
preconceived notion that black men violently lusted after white women. By ironically flipping
the dynamic, Sangre Negra emphasizes the absurdity of the perceived black image in relation to
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interracial taboos by depicting a white female aggressor – challenging the Western view of
acceptable interracial interactions between males and females.
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NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD (1968): THE RISE OF RACIAL AMBIGUITY AND THE
TRANSPOSITION OF POWER

Classification of a text as a work of African American literature requires that the work
contain a racial theme, addressing racial issues and providing an image of black culture. In
contrast, film offers visual and performative representations of culture, requiring specific
performers to fill the roles of specific characters only when the role adheres to the prescribed
power dynamics. With this in mind, a black actor cast in a leading role often denotes that the film
possesses an overtly racial premise, exemplified by such films as Pierre Chenal’s Sangre Negra
and Stanley Kramer’s Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner. These films explicitly address racial
themes and thus required a cast of black actors. The racial premise, in this case, determined the
cast of the film. The independent lens reveals that the difference between Chenal’s independently
produced adaptation and Kramer’s studio-produced film lies in the degree to which these films
face restrictions to content because of their racial themes. The racial premise of both films
required consideration during production – the outcomes influenced either by an institutionalized
governing entity or a broader cultural motive. However, in the case of George A. Romero’s
Night of the Living Dead, it is the actual the inclusion of a black male actor that racialized the
film. In doing so, Romero’s film challenged the preconceived interracial taboo by casting a black
actor in a non-ethnic-specific role.
The stigma surrounding casting black actor Duane Jones derives from the film’s nonracially specific narrative. According to Joe Kane, Romero refused to rewrite the script for a
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black actor and argued instead that the film was one of the first with a leading male role played
by an African American despite his race and not because of it. Kane states however that “Jones
was not the first black actor to be cast in a non-ethnic-specific starring role; Sidney Poitier
earned that distinction in 1965 playing a reporter in James B Harris’s nuclear sub suspensor The
Bedford Incident” (Kane). The primary difference in the racial dynamics of the production,
though, occurred in the casting of a white female as the lead female role. Judith O’Dea, playing
Barbra, acted alongside Jones in a non-romantic interracial relationship. However, they did
develop a relationship of dependency as Ben serves as a protector to Barbra, a role that was
traditionally reserved for the male romantic lead. Kane also outlines the idea of black rage and
the film’s significance in the Civil Rights Movement within this relationship, critiquing the
struggle between the black male character and the white as the fight for alpha status.
As such, the racial context of Night transcended the film’s narrative content. Kevin
Heffernan provides a historical outline of film production and distribution in the 1960s,
emphasizing the distribution to inner-city theatres, and the segregation of black and white
theatres. Heffernan argues that the film contains many racial elements like those in previous race
films such as Carl Lerner’s Black Like Me (1964) and Edmond T. Gréville’s The Hands of Orlac
(1960), two films that were popular in inner-city theatres. According to Heffernan, more upscale
“white” theatres refused to release such films in an attempt to retain their segregation.
However, Night did not exude direct and emboldened racial themes despite the racial
identity of the protagonist. Neither the narrative of the film, the dialogue, nor the actions
successfully reaffirmed previously produced films containing racial themes. This is not to say
that the film lacks racial imagery and subtext, an issue that will be addressed later. Heffernan
observes that Romero’s film provided a sophisticated and bleak social commentary which
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changed the horror film format. Despite the inclusion of a black male cast member, Heffernan
argues that Romero’s work primarily commented on a Cold War dystopian culture. Romero
elaborately constructs audience sympathy by using stock characters from the end-of-the-world
genre and played with the idea of mutually assured destruction. Yet, due to Romero’s choice to
cast a black male actor, the film played in more inner-city theatres than in white and affluent
theatres, as Heffernan notes. In essence, the problem that Romero faced with distribution
mirrored Wright’s issues in his attempt to adapt Native Son. The inherent racial themes present
in Night (and the mere inclusion of the racial other as a primary participant in the narrative)
limited its initial audience, which categorized the film as taboo because of race rather than
content. This categorization authenticates an ironic inverse to the casting and production of Elia
Kazan’s Pinky, which further maintained the restrictions of acceptable racial depictions by
casting Jean Crain.
Unlike Chenal and Kazan, Romero did not create a deliberately racialized film. The
nonracial nature of the film challenges prior limitations placed on films, such as Elizabeth
Binggeli’s description of Burbanking. Although the film’s narrative does not deviate from the
original script, the racial nature of the film derived from casting and performance. Performance,
in this sense, encompassed not only the actor’s performance but also the acceptance and
interpretations of the viewership (as demonstrated by Heffernan’s observations of distribution).
A racial reading of the film is only possible because of the casting a black male in the leading
role. Though the casting is important within itself, the most significant factor of Duane Jones’s
role in Night involves his placement alongside a white female protagonist. Previous works, like
Wright’s novel and Chenal’s film, illustrated the taboo of the minority male and white female
coupling. Pinky exhibits an aversion to all depictions of interracial couplings and attempts to
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circumvent the taboo through casting. Though Romero’s characters do not share an intimate
relationship or imply any explicit sexual or romantic interest in each other, the two characters
share an experience and interact in a manner that counters the former conception of interracial
interaction. As such, their relationship produces a greater impact through its depiction of race on
the screen and reflects the changing cultural landscape of the late 1960s.
During the 1960s, the depiction of interracial relationships experienced a more
progressive execution. Prior to the release of Night, Kramer’s Guess directly addressed
interracial relationship and the social stigma attached to such relationships. The film further
criticized the preconceived exhibitionary order and the perception of the black male image in
respect to white females. Guess reveals the progression of Hollywood studio productions and the
exhibition of the racial other within such narratives. Kramer’s film, addressing existing social
fears of interracial relationships, creates a scenario in which an interracial couple attempts to win
favor of both micro- and macro-level social systems. Guess depicts an engaged couple, Dr. John
Prentice (Sidney Poitier) and Joey Drayton (Katharine Houghton), of different races. Aside from
race, they are also of different ages, life experience, and social class. In the film, Joey’s father,
Matt Drayton (Spencer Tracy), owns The Guardian, a successful liberal newspaper. The
dialogue and interactions between the characters expose the issues of interracial coupling and
eventually end in a sound resolution by the participants’ standards.
Race, in this case, exists as the foundation of the narrative, driving all aspects of action,
dialogue, and resolution. Anne Gray Perrin asserts that the social construction of race
determines class and gender conflict. She demonstrates that these constructions define the film
as a critique of the social and gender relationships. The characters act out a marriage transaction
where race is a factor. The white father must determine whether he should hold to his liberal
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beliefs and let his daughter marry a black man or go against his own principles. Perrin also points
out that, in this film, there is a transfer of women through marriage which, according to Perrin,
suggests an integration of races, as white men and black men engage in a social transaction –
denoting a type of progress of racial integration. Perrin argues that the discourse of the film
highlights how white male power “maintains its integrity by controlling white womanhood” and
that this control is then transferred to the black male elite (849).
The most forceful opposition in the film comes not from the white community, but from
the black community. Dr. Prentice’s father (Roy Glenn) remains unconvinced about the wisdom
of the marriage at the end of the film. More so, Tillie (Isabel Sanford), the black female house
maid, strongly opposes the coupling from the start. She continually undermines the couple’s
intentions and acts aggressively towards Dr. Prentice. Her aggression, however, only relates to
the black male and white female relationship. She holds no animosity towards her coworker, a
young black female maid, Judith (Grace Gaynor), and a white delivery driver (Skip Martin) as
they dance off together, an interaction that suggests an intimate relationship. This creates a
distinct dynamic, emphasizing the black male and white female relationship as problematic and
the white male and black female relationship as acceptable. Perrin’s argument suggests that the
white male, in this instance, already possesses transactional power and requires no transfer of
power to legitimize the transaction.
Though Night lacks a direct racial theme, the inclusion of the black main character,
performing lines written for a white male character, creates a racial stigma emphasizing black
rage as the two central male characters struggle for dominance. Ben’s racial ambiguity enables
an interesting interplay between white and black male characters. Their primary conflict reflects
a similar transactional purpose in Kramer’s film. The white male, Harry (Karl Hardman),
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confronts Ben with the intention of protecting Barbra. The two continue their alpha-male
conflict throughout the film, vying for control over the helpless white females. He places Harry
in the basement, a physically lower space. By doing so, Ben exhibits a more rational approach to
conflict. Harry, as the stress builds and the danger closes in on the characters, slowly becomes
more irrational. The rational and resourceful Ben keeps a level head and proves his
resourcefulness.
The conflict resolves when Ben commits the ultimate demonstration of black rage. In the
climax of the film, as all characters fight to keep the undead from entering the dwelling, Ben
shoots and kills Harry. Harry first threatens Ben with a rifle and after fighting, Ben executes
Harry. Ben’s actions, in this case, mirror the reactionary actions of Bigger in Native Son,
depicting Ben forced into a survival situation. Ben, with his back against the wall, must react.
Rather than self-preservation, evident in Bigger’s murder of Mary, Ben acts with the intention of
protecting the commonwealth. This selfless act works to protect him and Barbra, so it is not
performed out of selfish self-preservation.
Despite Ben’s protective role over the
white female lead, Night also depicts black
rage towards white females, though subtle and
indirect. Ben, in an attempt to calm Barbra
after the tragic events of the zombie attack,
aggressively confronts her in the kitchen.
During this scene, Barbra stands with a

Figure 9: Ben attempts to calm and comfort Barbra.

terrified look, utterly paralyzed by fear and disbelief. The scene follows the loss of her brother
when she first enters the seemingly abandoned house. As Ben arrives and offers his assistance,
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her blank expression illustrates her reaction to the surreal circumstances. She lacks the ability to
function. As she recovers from her trauma, Ben grabs her shoulders and shakes her violently (see
Figure 9). This small act of aggression reinforces the previous dynamics of racial fear involving
black males and white females. However, Ben quickly subverts this aggression by providing
compassion and concern. He directs his anger towards their shared experience of survival, rather
than perpetuating the image of the black aggressive male. His dominant role places him in a
position of power over the white female character, rather than allowing him to remain
submissive or inferior to all white characters within the film.
Using a black male actor for this role established the transactional nature of the black
male and white male relationship. The difference between Romero’s and Kramer’s films,
however, stems from the transference of power from white male to black male. This transference
of power reflects a greater awareness of late-60s racialized discourses on the Right, such as “the
silent majority.” With the push towards civil rights and equality, the vocal minority presented a
perceived risk of domestic invasion to white majorities, threatening to overthrow those forced
into silence because of their less acceptable bigoted beliefs.
As a way of neutralizing and diminishing the implications and dangers of the transference
of power between male characters in Kramer’s film, Matt Drayton ultimately holds the power to
decide the fate of the interracial couple. However, Dr. Prentice originally bestows this power
upon Drayton by ultimatum. The final scene of the film transfers the power back to Dr. Prentice,
allowing for the couple to marry without fear that the family will not accept them. Ben’s power
struggle instead lies on dominance and rationality. Ben, being resourceful and rational in an
irrational situation, continually confronts Harry for dominance. The two males attempt to gain
dominion and power over the females and the transaction results in a negotiation. Unlike
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Guess’s transaction, Night postures Harry as an increasing threat, a threat that Ben must
eventually confront to act as the protector and exercise his dominance. Harry, here, represents
the silent majority at risk of losing dominion and power because of his inability to speak out
against racial tolerance, a fear that leads to his demise.
After avoiding and overcoming a near fatal occurrence of being overrun by flesh starved
invaders, Ben must kill in self-defense, an act that parallels the motivations in Chenal’s Sangre
Negra (see Figure 10). The difference
between Ben’s actions and Bigger’s act of
murder rests in the preceding events. Native
Son poses Bigger as a victim of
circumstance, arguing for social
determinism. In this sense, Bigger is a
Figure 10: Ben fires upon Harry, killing him.

murderer because of the perception of his

race and gender as physically and sexually aggressive. His first murder results from selfpreservation, protecting himself from social perceptions that may lead to, and do lead to, his
assumed sexually aggressive role. Though Ben does act selfishly in the sense that he protects
himself from an aggressor and from a direct threat to his life, he does so for the greater good of
the group. This creates an alternative function of preservation: a direct reaction rather than an
indirect reaction. Bigger’s perceived threat derives from social determinism. He fears for his
life because his proximity to Mary will result in negative assumptions. Ben challenges this
assertion because he protects Barbra from danger – elevating the black male image above that of
the mindless sexual aggressor.
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In spite of the racially ambiguous narrative, the film does allude to racial conflict. Kane
notes that the ending of the film works as an homage to Martin Luther King Jr.’s assassination by
positioning Ben against a violent white posse. Duane Jones ultimately makes the final decision to
end the film by killing Ben. Kane states, “At one point, when the filmmakers considered lensing
an alternate ending that would permit Ben to survive, it was… Jones who stood firm.” Jones tells
Kane:
I convinced George that the black community would rather see me dead than saved, after
all that had gone on, in a corny and symbolically confusing way… The heroes never die
in American movies. The jolt of that and the double jolt of the hero figure being black
seemed like a double-barreled whammy. (Kane)
The ending of the film depicts a posse of white men rounding up the leftover undead. They
gather the bodies, killing off any remaining
zombies and burning the disposed bodies.
While discussing the tragic events, they see
Ben through a window. Without hesitation,
they shoot him through the head, mistaking
him for the undead (see Figure 11). This final
act racializes the film in the context of the

Figure 11: The mob kills Ben, mistaking him for the undead.

Civil Rights Movement. The posse sees Ben as one of the Other, and as such fails to distinguish
him as human.
Because of Jones’s allusions to the Civil Rights Movement, Romero’s film (with its
dystopian narrative) addresses racial issues by deracializing the protagonist. The works of
Kramer, Wright, and Dunbar attempted to alter the black male image directly, leading to an
important contribution to the image of black community. Kramer’s film, especially, directly
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addressed the stigma of interracial relationships. The stigma encompassed not only the interracial
relationship itself, but, more stringently, in the dynamic of black male and white female
relationships. Had the dynamic present in Night reflected the reverse, as demonstrated in Pinky,
then the film’s racial conflict would have held a drastically lesser impact, completely removing
the critique of racial conflict. However, by depicting the black male in a position of power over
both a white male and white female (and also emphasizing the shared experience of Ben and
Barbra), Night became a notable and subversive work, adding to the historical critique of the
black male image and the black male and white female dynamic.
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CONCLUSION: IN THE WAKE OF A ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE

If George A. Romero’s Night of the Living Dead served as a subversive work of racial
tolerance, at least in the implementation of racially ambiguous narratives, then independent film
possessed a more progressive take on (or is at least allowed a more progressive approach to)
films with black actors. Assessing Romero’s film through the independent lens, however,
suggests that although the transition between racial intolerance and racial tolerance had occurred,
the change occurred slowly, with fewer restrictions by institutional censorship. Although Night
lacked the blatant racial concepts, themes, and topics addressed by Elia Kazan, Stanley Kramer,
Pierre Chenal, or even Orson Welles, the opportunity for racial reading, despite the racially
ambiguous script, only reinforces racial dilution of text.
The question then becomes the extent to which perceptions had changed from pre- and
inter- to post-war films, the primary deviations from acceptable content between Tina Chanter’s
interpretation of commodity fetishism in relation to Sam in Michael Curtiz’s Casablanca, and
Romero’s attempt at paying homage to the Civil Rights Movement and the injection of race into
a racially indistinct narrative with a multitude of interpretations. The results of the change in
social climate indicate that the image of the racial other becomes more tolerable even when
representing a more dominant male figure. The execution of such deviations, however, failed to
adequately challenge the prescribed social conventions. Instead, films such as Night (regardless
of even minor subversions of Hollywood’s acceptable depictions of race) signified a direct
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manifestation of broad social tolerances, self-restricting and self-limiting under the guise of
progressive reform.
Sangre Negra’s inversion of the black male and white female sexual dynamic best
communicates the futility of challenging social conventions through unrestricted and uncensored
depictions. Yet there is some irony in the fact that Richard Wright’s novel failed to pass the
adaptation requirements. Wright, forced to place his adaptation on hold for ten years, inevitably
released an altered narrative backed by a decade of social evolution. But despite the considerable
gap in time between Wright’s original attempt at adaptation and the production of Chenal’s film,
Sangre Negra still challenged post-war perceptions of the black male image.
Both Chenal’s and Romero’s subversive films paved the way for the blaxploitation films
of the 1970s. Some of these films arguably attempted to alter the accepted black male image into
that of a countercultural militant constrained by Western determinism. Conversely, such films
may have aided in granting collective agency to the black community. For example, Mark Reid,
in Redefining Black Film, discusses Melvin Van Peebles’ independent production Sweet
Sweetback’s Baadasssss Song (1971). Reid states that Sweet was “the first black action film that
attracted large, black, teenage audiences, which was the intent of Van Peebles” (76). The film
depicts an inarticulate black hustler character named Sweetback (Melvin Van Peebles). Rather
than villainizing black sexuality (denoted in D.W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation), Sweet
heroicized the sexual prowess of the protagonist. Using “elements from the mythic street hero of
urban black folklore,” Van Peebles created a legitimate black hero, contrasting “previous black
male heroes who were created by white and black writers in earlier periods” that
“psychologically, physically, and sexually castrated black men” (77-78).
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Released within the same year as Van Peebles’s film, Gordon Parks’s Shaft (1971), a
Hollywood film produced by MGM (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), also depicted a heroic black
character, Shaft (Richard Roundtree). Unlike Sweet, however, MGM “invested black heroes
with mainstream values” (84). Reid explains that “in doing so, it did not create mythic black
heroes. Instead… MGM merely created black-skinned replicas of the white heroes of action
films” (84). By devaluing the validity of the heroic black character, Hollywood productions such
as Shaft served to further prolong the Western ideology of white determinism. This example
reflected the transposition of Western white culture onto the racial other through exhibition in
order to retain racial cultural dominance through film.
Regardless of the impact of blaxploitation films of the 1970s following the changes in the
immediate post-war era, the ultimate results of seemingly progressive film emboldened the
necessity of separation. Timothy Mitchell’s assertions that Western culture possesses a need to
view the racial other by no other means than their own interpretation of the culture further
illuminates this necessity. Through direct social influence, Western ideology retained the ability
to alter even black independent film. Any attempt at divergence that exceeded the standard
deviation became disregarded, cast off, and devalued, removing credibility from and diminishing
the significance of the work. If American black culture was integrated into the Western
ideology, then self-reflective works (be they independent or mainstream films) including or
addressing race were nevertheless subject to the influence of prescribed perceptions of race and
interracial relationships.
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